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Circular . 2001 . Oil on Canvas . 190 x 130 cm . Collection of United Overseas Bank, (Malaysia)

UOB is proud to be the presenting sponsor for the renowned local artist, Chin Kong 
Yee’s “Reality in Wonderland” exhibition. 

This solo exhibition showcases works derived from Kong Yee’s recent trip to Europe 
and features many distinctive landmarks.

We are indeed privileged to be associated with a talented artist of his calibre and are 
happy to be able to continue to support his artistic development The contemporary 
execution of his works is exemplary and refreshing and we would like to wish him 
every success as he continues on his artistic journey.

We are also delighted to work with Wei-Ling Gallery on this significant exhibition.

Mr. Chan Kok Seong
Director & Chief Executive Officer

United Overseas Bank (Malaysia) Bhd

UOB Pantone logo (OTHER MEDIA)
Pantone 281C Pantone 485



09 I N T R O D U C T I O N  10

The Gallery’s relationship with Chin Kong Yee is a particularly meaningful one as it goes back more than 
seven years to when both the gallery and Chin Kong Yee first started out. For the gallery it was the sec-
ond solo exhibition that the gallery had ever had and for Kong Yee it was his first ever solo exhibition! 
Those were challenging times, for neither Kong Yee nor the gallery had any past performances to go by. 
The only thing we had was fate, belief and luck. Fate because our paths crossed, belief because we both 
believed in one another and as luck would have it we came across people who had faith in us.

When I first came across Kong Yee’s works all those years ago, I was immediately captivated by the way 
he envelops the viewer through his fish eye lens perspective and draws us into his magical space. I knew 
at that point that this artist had a tremendous gift. After having spent many hours getting to know him, I 
also began to understand Kong Yee. Here is an artist who has commitment and dedication to his artistic 
journey, who truly believes in his work. He is passionate to the point of being obsessive and he does not 
allow anything to come between him and his work. As a result his production of work is slow and ardu-
ous, with him making up to only six pieces a year. Over the last decade, Kong Yee has matured into one 
of the country’s most promising artists, with a following which spans far beyond the shores of Malaysia. 
Through his work he has also had the opportunity to travel the world and this has added a new dimen-
sion to the way he sees and paints light.

With “Reality in Wonderland” Kong Yee has expanded his European repertoire to cover all the cities he 
visited on his last sojourn there. For Kong Yee the need to capture the ‘essence’ of the place still reigns 
most important and all the works reflect the spirit of what he experienced while he was there. We felt 
the timing for this publication was right as it marks a decade of Kong Yee in practice and documents his 
journey so far. After looking at what he has achieved over the last decade, I am confident to say that Chin 
Kong Yee is going to be a force to be reckoned with for many years to come.

We are very thankful to United Overseas Bank (Malaysia) for their continuous patronage of Chin Kong 
Yee over the years. I would like to say a big thank-you in particular to Mr Francis Lee for believing in and 
having the foresight to support the rise of this spectacular artist. 

Lim Wei-Ling
Gallery Director
June 2009

Prague Train Station . 2007/8 . Oil on Canvas . 130 x 190 cm . Private Collection . Featured at CIGE, Beijing, China



1211 CHIN KONG YEE: THE MASTER OF BEGUILING DISTORTIONS
      Francis Dass

It is good to see Chin Kong Yee’s star rising again on everyone’s radar with his latest and very 
compelling exhibition, titled “Reality in Wonderland”, at Wei-Ling Gallery. Eleven wondrous 

new oil paintings are being showcased this time.

Looking at his new works, I do indeed get a sense of reality in wonderland, which has to be 
the most apt title for this exhibition. The structures in his paintings are real -- but there’s 

Kong Yee’s signature warping of the visuals and clustering of them to breathtaking effect. Yet, 
somehow, for all the exaggeration and heightening that the forms are put through, we all 

know that these places do exist. You can’t help when you look at Kong Yee’s oil paintings but 
smile in your mind and think to yourself, “Wow! If only the rest of us could see things that 

way!”

These new paintings are the fruits of Kong Yee’s sojourns to Europe and Bali and were 
completed between 2008 and now. Places like Paris and Nice in France; Venice and Florence 

(Italy); Prague (Czech Republic); Portugal and Bali are rendered on canvas with twisted pa-
nache by Kong Yee. All the works are visually kneaded and stretched in Kong Yee’s trademark 
style and what viewers get to see are indeed truly original and majestic portrayal of dignified 

buildings and places.

Like with all artists, colours, of course, play a major role in the success of Kong Yee’s artistic 
endeavours. Colours do more than their assigned role of conveying emotions.

On the surface, the reds, blues, greens and a smattering of other colours indicate whether it 
is day or night or natural or artificial lights at play.

“Cathedral in Red” for example, has a nighttime setting but there is an interesting story be-
hind the choice of colour. There was a fashion show being held at the cathedral when Kong 
Yee was visiting and the whole place was bathed in red light for effect by the fashion show 

organisers.

With other paintings, the tinges of green and blues on building and on the landscape in 
pieces like “Portugal”, “Duomo Florence” and “Venice at Night”  hint at dusk or nighttime. 

Yellow, naturally, depicts sunlight. These are simple and straightforward readings.

Now, all that was on-the-surface talk. Beneath the surface, however ( -- and despite Kong 
Yee’s calm demeanour!), the artist intensely wrestles with the colours in each painting as he 

tries to subdue them and make them serve his purpose and vision.

“Red is actually a violent colour, although the Chinese see it as a lucky colour. I find red an 
exciting colour but a difficult one to express. You have to control it or it is going to go over-

the-top.”

So, how do you deal with it?

“The artist has to find a way and this could take a lot out of him until he gets it to do what he want 
it to do,” he explains, rather philosophically.

Kong Yee, needless to say, always gets his colours to do his bidding.

An outstanding part of the exhibition is a trifecta of paintings depicting people. “Walking”; “Bali” 
and “Nice 2” show Kong Yee’s mastery of the human form. In his early days as an artist, he delved 
extensively into portrait painting and he has obviously mastered the dynamics of the human form. 
These three paintings are delightful because they draw our attention to the movement of people. 
There are no warping or distortions in these three particular pieces.

“These three pieces are like my “Life Museum” pieces. When a group of people are doing the same 
thing (in this case, walking), I find it very attractive. These are studies in movements,” he reveals.

At this point, it bears saying that it has been one of my greatest privileges indeed to have met Chin 
Kong Yee and cultivated a friendship with this talented artist for about half a decade now. Born-
bred-and-raised in the bustling city of Kuala Lumpur, Kong Yee’s casual and easygoing manner run 
counter to the almost-staggering visions of reality that he presents both in his oil paintings and 
photography.

(Yes, he is also a very talented photographer. Earlier this year, I had the great privilege of seeing his 
digital photography works and I must say that they are beautiful glossy counterparts to the paint-
ings that Kong Yee is most famous for. If you are interested in photography, his photography are 
must-see works.)

His mastery of paintings and photography are so complete that I dare say that he is a multi-medium 
genius indeed. Both in photographic print and on the canvas, his works are always visually vibrant.

In keeping with artistic traditions, on canvas, Kong Yee’s works have indeed been informed by fa-
mous artists, like his favourite French painter, Paul Cezanne. 

Even artists who made an impression on him in his student days, have had an effect on the works he 
produces today, however mildly it might be. Take Dutch artist M.C. Escher, for example.

“I saw works of M.C. Escher when I was a student and I was very inspired. Escher is more like a sci-
entist than an artist. I like his logical take on things,” says Kong Yee.



Reality  in  Wonderland

When prodded as to why he likes Cezanne, Kong Yee says, “Cezanne has always been 
very inspiring and has always been my favourite artist. I decided to become a profes-
sional artist because of Paul Cezanne. During my student days, he was always talked 

about as the father of modern art. I especially love the landscape works he has done. 
You can feel the landscape! Until today, I have not seen another artist who can paint 

landscape the way Cezanne did.”

Of his own style, actually Kong Yee himself says it best: “I was thinking about the kind 
of art works that I have done and I asked myself why my paintings have a lot of things 

surrounding me. That’s because Klang Valley really is a valley and we are always sur-
rounded by things. We don’t have a distinct horizontal line.”

Indeed, our lives inform the kind of works of art that we produce!

With a capacity for self-reflection like that, is it any wonder at all that Chin Kong Yee’s 
star is on the ascendancy? 

Francis Dass has been a journalist for the last 16 years with Malaysia’s leading newspapers. He 
writes on a range of topics from the arts, technology, education, health, fashion and “just about 
everything else,” he confesses. However, this highly regarded Penang-born journalist’s greatest 

passion has always been the arts. He is an avid photographer, short story writer and blogger.

13 Chin Kong Yee : The Master of Beguiling Distortions, Francis Dass
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Cathedral in Red . 2008/09 . Oil on Canvas . 170 x 190 cm 
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Night in Venice I . 2008/09 . Oil on Canvas . 130 x 190 cm
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Nice . 2008 . Oil on Canvas . 190 x 340 cm
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Prague . 2008/09 . Oil on Canvas .  170 x 190 cm

Reality In Wonderland
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Venice at Night . 2008/09 . Oil on Canvas . 170 x 190 cm

Reality In Wonderland
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Walking . 2008/09 . Oil on Canvas . 100 x 300 cm
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Bali . 2008/09 . Oil on Canvas . 60 x 300 cm
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Nice II . 2008/09 . Oil on Canvas .  60 x 300 cm
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Eiffel . 2008/09 . Oil on Canvas .  170 x 190 cm
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Portugal . 2008 . Oil on Canvas . 130 x 190 cm

Reality In Wonderland
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Duomo Florence . 2008/09 . Oil on Canvas . 170 x 190 cm



REALITY IN WONDERLAND 
             Kelvin Chuah

In the Introduction chapter of Heinrich Wolfflin’s “Principles of 
Art History: The Problem of the Development of Style in Later 
Art,” the author began with how 4 friends painted a similar 
landscape (same subject matter). They promised to remain 
true in the depiction of nature. At the end of the session, their 
productions reflected different results in accordance to indi-
vidual character and personality. To artists and art historians, 
this observation is undoubtedly nothing new. Where everyone 
perceives and analyse things differently1. The question that 
comes to mind is, how do we comprehend and define our 
natural surroundings visually? Wolfflin further commented on 
the lesser interest of artists in style, stating that, “They take 
work exclusively from the standpoint of quality-is it good, is it 
self-sufficing, has nature found a vigorous and clear present-
ment...”2 This quotation brings our attention to the uniqueness 
of highly stylized and individualized depictions. No doubt, the 
essentials of nature or a subject matter is faithfully portrayed. 
However, more questions stem from the end result of picture 
making. How do our minds see and digest visual and optical in-
formation? Disconcerting effects cause us to reflect on ambigu-
ity and notions of the real. 

Prodding on the notions of the real, it is perhaps essential to 
read into Wang Zineng’s “Curatorial Notes” for “Strategies 
Towards the Real: S. Sudjojono and Contemporary Indonesian 
Art.” Wang posed these questions, “Is the real an objective 
realm that can be seen and understood similarly by everyone…
Is the real as plain and apparent as the reality that surrounds 
us?”3 The real is further proposed by Wang to be conceptual 
in nature, when compared to reality.4 In this instance, the 
proposition of the real in a configured setting fits the ideals and 
productions of Chin Kong Yee like a bullet to a gun. The artist’s 
time-based studies created interesting and whimsical memo-
ries. Hence, actual scenarios seemingly become the stage for 
fantasy constructed and derived from the real to showcase 
recollections of the past.

In departure from academic training of depicting ac-
curately what we see in front of us, Kong Yee plunged 
into the artistic problems that arise from visual pos-
sibilities. There is a sense of continual transformation. 
The vision is juxtaposed in incongruous space, creating 
multiple layers in its evolvement from past, present to 
future. Chin Kong Yee presents depictions with differ-
ent perspectives and experiences flowing through the 
paintings. Closer observation would perchance provide 
more acute and rhetorical readings of his intentions.

Perhaps Kong Yee’s artistic productions may also be 
seen from the viewpoint of pictorial representation. In 
“Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial 
Representation,” Ernst Hans Gombrich questioned the 
representation of the visible world in different periods 
or ages. The author used exemplifications from psy-
chology, philosophy to science in his construction of 
the answer to the above. Gombrich also brought our 
attention to the concept of schema. Meaning that the 
artist ‘‘begins not with his visual impression but with 
his idea or concept’’ and that the artist adjusts this 
idea to fit, as well as it can, the object, landscape, or 
person before him or her. Gombrich calls this theory 
‘‘making and matching.’’5 To digress, Kong Yee obliged 
to share his working methodology with me in dialogue. 

3837 Cityscapes & Landscapes

fig.1
Jalan Hang Kasturi . 1999 . Acrylic on Paper . 42 x 76 cm . Private Collection

fig. 2
Starlight . 2000 . Acrylic on Paper . 57 x 41 cm . Private Collection

fig. 1

fig. 2
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fig.3
Indian Temple . 2001 . Oil on Canvas . 60 x 120 cm . Private Collection
fig. 4
Circular Street . 2002 . Oil on Canvas . 250 x 130 cm . Collection of United Overseas Bank (Malaysia)

Cityscapes & Landscapes

fig. 3

fig. 4



Cityscapes & Landscapes

He mentioned going to various places to capture the essence of the place. Kong Yee manipulates the images until he is satisfied 
before he works on the final art work. The artist has a preconceived idea of the desired effect and reconstructs existing images by 
kneading and wedging the idea to merge with the subject matter. Indeed, the concept of schema may define the stylistic tenden-
cies of Kong Yee. It is interesting to note that the pictorial schema have also developed in ways that is different from the cult of the 
picturesque.

In 1768, William Gilpin published three essays on the Picturesque. The essays were entitled “Picturesque Beauty”, “Picturesque 
Travel” and “Picturesque Landscape”. They served as guidelines to professional and amateur artists.6  In addition, the essays 
provided directives as to how landscape compositions should be drawn, proposing clear definitions between the foreground, mid-
ground and background. These were seen as important aspects required for the portrayal of inspiring compositional landscapes. 
The elements featured details, depth-of-view, nature and atmospheric conditions.7  Kong Yee’s paintings are in a way, an infusion 
of schematics combined with elements of the picturesque to create a unique vision of his surroundings (Fig. 7).

In a feature of Kong Yee’s previous solo exhibition, Li-En Chong wrote that the artist was inspired by Surrealism and Abstract Cu-
bism.8  My dialogue session with the artist suggested Cezanne as an important influence. The latter’s usage of colour and fragmen-
tation of objects to basic shapes, coupled with his indifference from portraying reality as it is resulted in a huge impact on Chin 
Kong Yee. Here, we may sense the attempts made by Kong Yee not to create a reproduction but to express and enforce the feel-
ings felt from depicting the subject matter (Fig. 6). He did not want to emulate Cezanne. Kong Yee wanted to look beyond, devel-
oping his own ideals and concepts of time and vision.

Another feature written by Francis Dass provided interesting insight on street scenes. Dass wrote that, “If one really takes the time 
to observe closely, the streets are very telling of the cultural influence that surrounds and pervades them. Streets lines with kopi-
tiams have a distinctly Chinatown feel, while those with Indian or Indian-Muslim shops have a uniquely quaint air about them just 
as city centres and their buildings have a distinctively cosmopolitan and urban feel to them.”9  (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9)

“Reality in Wonderland” sounds like a title for a Walt Disney cartoon, ala Alice in Wonderland. A paradox of living in the unreal 
or fantastical world we see in animation. Chin Kong Yee has made sense of this, by juxtaposing real situations within imaginative 
settings. The artist feels strongly for this, noting that in reality nothing is stagnant. Images change and evolve as we look at them. 
Years ago, the artist invented a painting style he coined Actuality Accorded Painting (AAP). The rendition of AAP may be read as 
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fig. 5 Infinite . 2003 . Oil on Canvas . 173 x 191 cm . Collection of Anika Insurance Brokers
fig. 6 Bottle on Red & Green . 2001 . Oil on Canvas . 30 x 30 cm . Private Collection

fig. 5

fig. 6



the depiction of the real via non-stagnated images that change and 
evolve as we look at them. The unfixed image is thus the artist’s impres-
sion of different times and happenings of a place viewed collectively in 
a single instance. This time-based study of the artist produced images 
that titillate our senses. Recently, I asked him about AAP again, in a bid 
to extract deeper meanings for this technique. His response was to paint 
according to one’s feelings and intent, not to follow others. The painting 
will stand-out if it is done with honesty. 

How did it all begin for Chin Kong Yee? What prompted him to create 
such idyllic and mind-bending images that we see today? For every 
artist, there is a starting point, a tiny step that set them on the yellow 
brick road in a bid to achieve their goals and objectives. Chin Kong Yee 
began his artistic practice in 1999. Swept up by the tornado that is the 
Asian financial crisis, he was inherently strong-willed and determined 
to succeed in his ambition. The financial instability and insecurity he 
felt prompted the need to look beyond the confines of stereoscopic 
vision. Kong Yee said, “How do we see in a wider scope in view of all 
the uncertainties we face?” Being aware of the focal issues in monocu-
lar visions, he sought for answers in the encompassing vision of living 
things like fish and dragonfly. He also voiced the human need for others 
to see in a wider spectrum, be it diagonally or vertically. His intention 
to expand our human view started the early paintings that would have 
been rejected decades ago. From Kuala Lumpur, Kong Yee created his 
own visual language, stretching our vision beyond the norm. He studied 
time, incorporating antiquarian and current elements in a historical dia-
logue. The title became a notation of the place, which is less significant 
to the point of inconsequence. Each painting was a narrative, filled with 
layering similar to Chinese paintings. Note the elongated Chinese format 
of certain paintings (left to right or right to left) (Fig. 8). The artist voiced 
his concern again stating that, “Everything is detailed and focused in 
the background. Good layering is a must of every painting. Then only 
do we have more things to see in the painting”. Figure became a very 
important aspect of his works. ‘Disjointed people’ enforced the fleeting 
moments and our impermanence in time.

An avid traveller, Kong Yee is never without his trusty camera, looking 
for interesting objects or compositions. Photography is important to the 
work. He takes every view and angle into consideration before embark-
ing on finalizing his composition, with a penchant to look at the environ-
ment, people and local life. The artist gently reminds me that he did not 

fig. 7

 

 

fig. 8

fig. 9
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fig. 7 Dungun . 2004 . Oil on Canvas . 114 x 195 cm . Collection of Aliya & Farouk Khan
fig. 8 Queen Street . 2004 . Oil on Canvas . 114 x 195 cm . Private Collection
fig. 9 Place Series Kuala Lumpur . 1999 . Acrylic on Paper . 56 x 76 cm . Private Collection

Cityscapes & Landscapes



use fish-eye lens for photo shooting. Furthermore, much of 
how he shot was determined by ideas he had at that point 
of time. According to Kong Yee, photographs presented real 
documentaries, while painting dealt with colour and form. 
Colour, especially, was crucial in its definition of time and 
space. 

If we compare the earlier productions to the later ones, Kong 
Yee has developed and matured rapidly as an artist. In a dec-
ade of practice, viewers are taken on a ride to grow and learn 
from this prolific artist. Older works positioned the viewer 
at t-junctions compacted with details and perspective. From 
1999 to 2003 much of Kong Yee’s attention was directed at 
buildings. From 2003, he arrived at crossroads in his practice. 
Being more at peace with himself compared to the turbulent 
years, his style also matured. Kong Yee began using a sphere 
to represent inner peace and calm at the center, protected 
against the storm raging at the periphery (Fig. 11). Until 2007, 
he was deeply ingrained in his use of the same colour range 
and confined himself to working within a specified space or 
frame. His recent works are poignant and suggestive. New 
works are more personal, featuring stairs and bridge(s) signi-
fying a communicative discourse with his grandmother. The 
works are thus an outpouring of innate feelings and sensitiv-
ity in confluence with his experience of travelling abroad. 

Kong Yee read a wide range of topics, including Chinese phi-
losophy. The reason, he said was the need to know and to 
understand. He has also read extensively into Western and 
Eastern art history. I vividly remember his take on art history, 
“To be a contemporary artist, we need to know [art] history. 
Do not divide Eastern and Western Art. Collate all forms of 
history as reference for our work.” Kong Yee recognized the 

importance of history as a foundation for art practice. “In order 
to move forward we have to understand our history”, he added. 

In the course of writing for Chin Kong Yee, one wonders at the 
surreal sensations experienced, falling deeper and deeper into 
his reality or is it wonderland?

Footnotes: 
1 Heinrich, Wolfflin. Principles of Art History: The Problem of the Development 
of Style in Later Art. M. D. Hottinger trans. United States: Dover Publications, 
Inc., 1950, p. 1
 2 Ibid, p. 10
 3 Wang, Zineng. ‘Curatiorial Notes’ Strategies Towards the Real: S. Sudjojono 
and Contemporary Indonesian Art. Singapore: NUS Museum, 2008, p. 7
 4 Ibid
 5 “Art and Illusion” 17 June 2009 <http://www.enotes.com/art-illusion>
 6Ades, Dawn, ed. Art in Latin America: The Modern Era, 1820-1980. Cam-
bridge, New Haven and London: Yale UP, 1989, p. 74-75.
 7 Piyadasa, Redza. “The Cult of the Picturesque.” Business Times [Kuala 
Lumpur] 11 Jan. 1997: n.p.
 8 Chong, Li-En. “The view from his crystal ball” The Star 6 June 2005, p. 19.
 9Dass, Francis. “Under the sheltering sky” New Straits Times. 27 June 2005, p. 
12-13.

Kelvin Chuah is an artist, curator, writer, lecturer and writer. He is cur-
rently researching into the art and art history of Southeast Asia.

fig. 10
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fig. 10
C.B.G. in Penang Kopitiam . 2005 . Oil on Canvas . 111.5 x 111.5 cm

Collection of Aliya & Farouk Khan

fig. 11
Stuttgart Museum . 2006/7 . Oil on Canvas .  179 x 190 cm

Collection of Aliya & Farouk Khan

fig. 12
Barcelona at Night . 2006/7 . Oil on Canvas . 170 x 190 cm
Private Collection

fig. 13
Lisbon at Night . 2008 . Oil on Canvas . 170 x 190 cm
Private Collectionfig. 11

fig. 12

fig. 13
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fig. 14 Batu Caves . 2008 . Oil on Canvas . 80 x 300 cm . Collection of National Art Gallery, Malaysia

People

fig. 14
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fig. 15 Hari Kuningan Procession . 2005 . Oil on Canvas . 80 x 336 cm . Collection of Aliya & Farouk Khan

People

fig. 15
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fig. 16
Portrait of Chong . 2000 . Oil on Canvas . 30.5 x 30.5 cm

fig. 17
Portrait of Ching Boon Geok 2 . 2000 . Oil on Canvas . 32.5 x 41 cm

fig. 18
Portrait of Ching Boon Geok 4 . 2000 . Acrylic on Paper . 22 x 8.5 cm

fig. 19 Portrait of Ching Boon Geok 5 . 2000 . Oil on Canvas . 46 x 38 cm

Portraits

fig. 16

fig. 17 fig. 18

fig. 19
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fig. 20
Bali . 2006 . C-Print . 100 x 70 cm
fig. 21
Ampang . 2006 . C-Print . 100 x 70 cm

fig. 22
Basilica S. Pietro . 2006 . C-Print . 100 x 70 cm

fig. 23
Kunst Museum Stuttgart . 2006 . C-Print . 100 x 70 cm

fig. 20

fig. 21

fig. 22

fig. 23
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Tai Lok Hotel . 2005 . Oil on Canvas . 128 x 192 cm . Collection of Jimmy CS  Lim
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61 62TEMPORAL GRIP AND A SENSE OF UNEASINESS: The Visual Order of   
 Chin Kong Yee’s Paintings 
     Chai Chang Hwang

Every painted image of something is also about the absence of the real thing. All painting is about the presence of absence.
- John Berger -

1. Cezanne’s Aesthetics: Unrolling the Temporal Scroll

Chin Kong Yee’s “Batu Caves” (fig. 14) was featured in a group exhibition hosted by Wei-Ling Gallery last year.  In this painting, the Wesak Day fes-
tivities crystallize into devotion of the colourful procession of believers. Strangers they may be to each other; nonetheless, they file past in ease, 
peace and harmony. The passage of time is expressively depicted by swaying bodies, stretched and distorted – the appearance of the same person 
seconds apart coexists, challenging the single-point perspective in conventional temporal representation.  The painter uses a multi-perspective ap-
proach to define his viewpoints; the visual narrative is anything but objective. 

Chin’s use of temporal continuity resembles that of Chinese scroll painting.  This, however, has never been the artist’s creative thrust. Over the 
years, he has only produced a handful of such paintings that adopt human landscape for an artistic pursuit.

 “The earliest work of this genre was “Hari Kuningan” (fig. 15) which I completed four years ago. Among my recent paintings, there is one with the 
same concept and approach. The painting portrays a seaside town in the South of France. Young men and women are strolling towards the water-
front, bathing in the sun and flaunting themselves in a chic summer style.”  Interestingly enough, as Chin’s artistic prowess matures, the rendition 
of temporal flow is given an even defter hand.  

The feeling of time, incidentally, penetrates his works and becomes the key to appreciating them. Chin has his own idea about the historical devel-
opment of Western paintings. The so-called scientific and visually-logical framework that fascinated people during the late Renaissance is, to him, 
the very reason why time has fallen out of favour as a subject of artistic pursuit.  

“Western painters after Raphael Sanzio were engrossed with the concept of being ‘in situ’ -- that is, at the scene of depiction. Obviously, this is but 
just a moment frozen in time. Cezanne brought changes; ever since, painters such as Marcel Duchamp and ideologies such as futurism, have untir-
ingly explored the temporal possibilities to uncover their full potential.” 
 
 Chin has chosen to approach Cezanne’s works in a different manner. By focusing on Cezanne’s still life paintings, he wants to highlight two charac-
teristics: that the great master is capable of compressing stretches of time in a single space; and that his works are the results of long-time obser-
vation from different viewpoints.  People familiar with paintings will agree that the visual field is constantly changing; as such, not only will images 
‘change’ along the way, their outlines ‘keep shifting’. The works of Cezanne (and Chin as such) are a visual rendition of a structural order. In simple 
words, a painting does not only realise an object at a particular point in time, it also involves the “exploration of existence”.

“Artistic expression is by and large the artist’s expression of his own life.  My paintings are not just visual images – even with landscape, I do not just 
paint it the way Nature presents herself visually.” 

When we begin tracing the origin of Chin’s creative concept and artistic practice along the path of visual perception, we may see Cezanne as the 
source of it. 

2. Room for the Soul: an Unsettling Intuition

Cities and streets are to Chin a stage on which drama unfolds every now and then, to the curious delight of man.  While historical buildings signify 
the heavy-hearted passage of time, these are but a befitted backdrop. The streets, the pavements, the traffic signs and people in general are far 
better metaphors of time – they are impregnated with the nuances of our daily lives. As the artist puts it:

“Cities are the best subject matter in expressing the contemporary feeling of existence; this is without a shadow of doubt. The decision to keep or 
demolish an old building lies entirely on its owner. The streetscape, however, is a collective decision and happening – something I seek to reflect in 
all its honesty.”

To begin with, Chin focused on Kuala Lumpur, the city where he was born and brought up. He then widened his scope to include Terengganu, 
Penang, Bangkok and Chiang Mai. In 2004, he travelled to Romania, after which he decided to visit the cities in Europe. In a two-person exhibition 
(Eye-llusions) two years ago, he showcased the results of these trips – paintings of city scenes, highlighting the streets, squares and the happenings. 

“The moment you set foot on a strange land, your senses will be heightened.  The more unfamiliar you are with the place, the more insecure you 
will feel.”

This, perhaps, illustrates the consistency in Chin’s concept and attitude towards creativity. While people may doubt if his European trips are fuelled 
by nostalgia or worship for everything western, it is the feeling of insecurity he pursues. In other words, an unsettling mind may well be the crea-
tive drive behind the artist’s works. Paintings in the “Kuala Lumpur” series, (fig. 1 & 2) for instance, zoom in onto crossroads in the city. The multi-
viewpoint composition covers the people and everything in sight in a small painting, creating a chaotic, claustrophobic and unsettling scene. In fact, 
there is a prevailing sense of tension of urban folks his earlier works. This may be a projection of the artist’s own situation at the time – being lonely, 
helpless, anxious, and uncertain about the future.

When he was in Europe, Chin was paying absolute attention to his own creative urge.  He monitored his intuitive response to the world around, 
relying on nothing but his visual perception. The resulting collage of visual representation – distorted, compressed, overlapped and fragmented – is 
the artist’s response with empathy.  “Basically, it is the projection of the artist’s state of existence.” The aesthetic emotion is, therefore, structured 
by a series of experience, impressions and superimposed memories. 

I would also like to bring up Chin’s accomplishment in painting vast expanse of sky with passing cloud – scenes that are pleasing to the eyes and 
calming to the minds. Take “Infinite” (fig. 5) and “Barcelona at Night” (fig. 12) as examples, the sense of harmony which arises from the sky spreading 
uninterrupted across canvas, punctuated with a host of images.  In “Infinite”, the sky is a great vault, while in “Barcelona at Night”, it combines both 
levelled and elevated viewpoints in a cross-like composition. The impact is overwhelming. As such, our habit of viewing is ‘re-made’. The paintings 
have taken on a greater impact and magnitude. To me, this is a means for the artist to render his paintings or to present images. It is almost impos-
sible not to visit his soul or feel his restlessness through his intuitive approach. Perhaps, this could be the ‘new sensibilities’.  I see an alternative 
visual order in Chin’s paintings. 

Chai Chang Hwang b. 1969, Taiping, Perak, is a member of Rumah Air Panas an artist-run-space established in 1997. Graduating with a Diploma in Fine Art from 
Malaysian Institute of Art in 1990, he is also a freelance writer, contributing to local Mandarin publications and newspapers. Actively involved in the Malaysian art 
scene, he now lives and works in Kuala Lumpur.
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Artists have the free will to practice his/her own works and to get appreciated is 
pure luck.I am a very lucky guy, because many people have helped me to make it 
happen. I have chosen the career of an artist for a decade now, and looking back 
over the past ten years; I realise that it is not a journey that I have taken by my-
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